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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the impulse delay differential equation
x9 t s f t , x t y t , t G t , t / t .  . . 0 k
1.1 .
x tq y x t s I x t , k g N, .  . .  .k k k k
w .where N is the set of all positive integers, t)0, I : RªR, fgC t , ` =k 0
.R, R , t F t - t - ??? - t - t - ??? with t ª ` as k ª ` and0 1 2 k kq1 k
 .  .  .x9 t denotes the left-hand derivative of x t . We assume that f t, 0 ' 0
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 .  .  .and I 0 ' 0, so that x t ' 0 is a solution of 1.1 , which we call the zerok
solution.
w xLet PC t y t , t denote the set of all bounded and left continuous0 0
w x  .functions defined on t y t , t . By a solution of 1.1 we mean a function0 0
 . w .x t defined on t y t , ` , for some t G t , which is left continuous on0 0 0
w .  .t y t , ` and satisfies 1.1 for t G t .0 0
w x w x  .For given t G t , let f g PC t y t , t , then by 2 equation 1.1 has a0 0 0 0
 .  . w .  .unique solution x t s x t; t , f defined on t y t , ` satisfying x t s0 0
 . w x f t for t y t F t F t . For d ) 0, we define PC t y t , t s f g0 0 d 0 0
w x 5 5 <  . < 4PC t y t , t : f s sup f t - d .0 0 t yt F t F t0 0
 .DEFINITION 1.1. The zero solution of 1.1 is stable if for any e ) 0 and
 . w xt G t , there exists d s d t , e ) 0 such that f g PC t y t , t implies0 0 0 d 0 0
<  . <x t; t , f - e for t G t . If d is independent of t , we say the zero0 0 0
 .solution of 1.1 is uniformly stable.
 .DEFINITION 1.2. We say the zero solution of 1.1 is asymptotically
 .stable if it is stable and for any t G t there exists d s d t ) 0 such0 0 0 0 0
w x  .that for each f g PC t y t , t , lim x t; t , f s 0.d 0 0 t ª` 00
We assume that there exists a constant H ) 0 and a continuous func-
w . w .tion P: t , ` ª 0, ` such that0
2 < <0 F yxf t , x F P t x for t G t , x - H . 1.2 .  .  .0
 .  .  .When all the impulses in 1.1 are removed, i.e., I x ' 0, 1.1 reduces tok
the delay differential equation
x9 t q P t x t y t s 0, t G t , 1.3 .  .  .  .0
 .  .when f t, x s yP t x; its stability has been investigated by many au-
w x w xthors, see 5]7 . The best result was recently obtained in 7 , which says
w . w ..that if P g C t , ` , 0, ` , then0
3 .  .i if l F , then the zero solution of 1.3 is uniformly stable;2
3 ` .  .  .ii if l - and H P s ds s `, then the zero solution of 1.3 ist2 0
uniformly stable and asymptotically stable, where
t
l s sup P s ds. .H
tyttGt qt0
The stability of ordinary differential equations with impulses has been
w xextensively studied in the literature; we refer to 1, 5 and the references
cited therein. However, concerning the stability of delay differential equa-
w xtions with impulses, the results are relatively scarce, see 3, 4 . In Section 2,
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 .we shall give sufficient conditions for the zero solution of 1.1 to be
uniformly stable and asymptotically stable, respectively, which extend the
 .above mentioned results to 1.3 .
2. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we first consider the uniform stability of the zero
 .solution of 1.1 .
 .THEOREM 2.1. Assume that 1.2 holds and t y t ) t , k g N. Sup-kq1 k
pose that there exists 0 - b - 1 such that
2 < <0 G xI x G ybx for x - H , k g N 2.1 .  .k
and
3 bt
P s ds F y b 2 y , t G t q t . 2.2 .  .H 0 /2 2tyt
 .Then the zero solution of 1.1 is uniformly stable.
Proof. For any 0 - e - H and t G t , let d s 16er625. We shall0 0
w xprove that f g PC t y t , t implies thatd 0 0
x t s x t ; t , f - e for t G t . 2.3 .  . .0 0
We first show that
x t - e for t F t F t q 2t . 2.4 .  .0 0
To this end, we consider the following six cases:
 .  4 w xi t g t and t q t , t q 2t has no impulsive points;0 k 0 0
 .  4  xii t g t and t q t , t q 2t has an impulsive point, say t ;0 k 0 0 k
 .  4 w xiii t f t and t , t q 2t has no impulsive points;0 k 0 0
 .  4 w x  .iv t f t , but t , t q t and t q t , t q 2t each have one0 k 0 0 0 0
impulsive point;
 .  4  x v t f t , t , t q t has one impulsive point but t q t , t q0 k 0 0 0 0
x2t has no impulsive points;
 .  4 w x vi t f t , t , t q t has no impulsive points but t q t , t q0 k 0 0 0 0
x2t has one impulsive point.
 .We will prove only case iv . The other cases can be proved similarly and
 .  xtheir proofs will be omitted here. For case iv , assume that t g t , t q tk 0 0
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 x w xand t g t q t , t q 2t . Thus, when t g t , t , we havekq1 0 0 0 k
x9 t s f t , x t y t F P t f t y t F dP t .  .  .  .  . .
and so
t
x t F x t q x t y x t F x t q d P s ds .  .  . .  .  . H0 0 0
t0
3 5t qt0- d 1 q P s ds F d 1 q s d - e . .H  / / 2 2t0
 .  .This together with 1.1 and 1.2 implies that
5
x9 t F dP t , t - t F t q t .  . k 02
 .and hence by 2.2
5 tq qx t F x t q x t y x t F x t q d P s ds .  .  .  . .  . Hk k k 2 tk
25 5 = 3 5
- d q d s d - e , /2 2 = 2 2
5 2 .  .which proves that x t y t - d for t q t - t F t q 2t , and again0 02
 .  .using 1.1 and 1.2 , we get
25x9 t F dP t , t q t - t F t . .  . . 0 kq12
Integrating this from t q t to t, we have0
25 tq
x t F x t q t q d P s ds .  . . H .0  /2 t qt0
25 t q2t0F x t q t q d P s ds . . H0  /2 t qt0
2 35 3 5
- d 1 q s d - e , t q t - t F t .0 kq1 /  /  /2 2 2
Similarly, we have
45x t - d s e for t - t F t q 2t . .  . kq1 02
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5 4<  . <  .This has shown that x t - d s e for t F t F t q 2t and therefore0 02
 .2.4 holds.
 .Next, we will prove 2.3 . Suppose the contrary; then there exists
<  . < <  . <T ) t q 2t such that x T s e and x t - e for t F t - T , which is0 0
q<  . < <  . <   4due to x t F x t for all t G t this is clearly true when t f t , and0 k
 4  ..  . when t g t it can be found from 2.1 . We assume that x T ) 0 thek
 . .case when x T - 0 is similar and the proof will be omitted . Clearly,
 . x9 T G 0. In the meantime, it is also clear to see that there is T g t q1 0
x  .  .  .2t , T such that x9 T ) 0 and x T ) x t for all t F t - T . Thus,1 1 0 1
 .  .  .there is no harm in supposing x9 T ) 0, and so by 1.1 and 1.2 , we see
that
x T y t - 0. 2.5 .  .
 .  .It is easy to obtain by 1.1 and 1.2 that
x9 t F eP t , t F t F T . 2.6 .  .  .0
There are three possibilities:
 4Case 1. T g t ; i.e., there is some k g N such that T s t . In thisk k
 . w .  .case, by 2.1 , T y t , T has no impulsive points, and hence x t is
w x  .  .continuous on T y t , T , which together with 2.5 and x T ) 0 implies
 .  .  .that there is j g T y t , T such that x j s 0 and x t ) 0 for j - t F
T. Now we show that
j
yx t F b q P s ds e , j y t F t F j . 2.7 .  .  .H
t
w .  .In fact, if t g j y t , j , then we have, by 2.6 ,ky1
j j
yx t s x j y x t F e P s ds - b q P s ds e .  .  .  .  .H H
t t
for t g t , j ky1
and
tky1y x t F yx t q e P s ds .  .  .Hky1
t
tky1q qs x t y x t y x t q e P s ds .  . .  . Hky1 ky1 ky1
t
j tky1F I x t q e P s ds q e P s ds .  .  . . H Hky1 ky1
t tky1
j w xF b q P s ds for t g j y t , t . .H ky1
t
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w .  .If t f j y t , j , then integrating 2.6 from t to j , we haveky1
j j
yx t F e P s ds - b q P s ds e , j y t F t F j . .  .  .H H
t t
 .  .  .  .This shows 2.7 and hence by 1.1 , 1.2 , and 2.7
j




x9 t F min P t e , eP t b q P s ds , j F t F T . 2.9 .  .  .  .  .H 5
tyt
T  .  .  .First suppose b q H P s ds F 1. Then by 2.9 and 2.2j
T j
x T F e P t b q P s ds dt .  .  .H H
j tyt
3 bT t
F e P t y b 1 y y P s ds dt .  .H H /2 2j j
23 b 1T T
s e y b 1 y P s ds y P s ds . .  .H H / /  /2 2 2j j
  .. 2Since the function 3r2 y b 1 y br2 x y x r2 is increasing for 0 F x F 1,
it follows that
23 b 1 y b .
x T F e y b 1 y 1 y b y .  . / /2 2 2
b b2
s 1 y b 1 y q e - e , .  /2 2
which is a contradiction.
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T  .  .Now suppose b q H P s ds ) 1. Then there exists h g j , T suchj
T  .  .  .that b q H P s ds s 1. Thus by 2.9 and 2.2 , we haveh
h T j
X T F e P t dt q e P t b q P s ds dt .  .  .  .H H H
j h tyt
h 3 bT t
F e P t dt q e P t y b 1 y y P s ds dt .  .  .H H H /2 2j h j
he T T t
s P t dt P s ds y e P t P s ds dt .  .  .  .H H H H1 y b h j h j
3 b
q e 1 y b y b 1 y .  /2 2
h T t
s be P s ds y e P t P s ds dt .  .  .H H H
j h h
3 b
q e 1 y b y b 1 y .  /2 2
2
h e T
s be P s ds y P t dt .  .H H /2j h
3 b
q e 1 y b y b 1 y .  /2 2
eT 2s be P s ds y 1 q b y 1 y b .  .H / 2j
3 b
q e 1 y b y b 1 y .  /2 2
3 b b b
F be y b 1 y y 1 q e 1 y b 1 y b 1 y q . /  / /2 2 2 2
s e 1 y b - e , .
which is also a contradiction. This completes the proof of case 1.
 4 w .Case 2. T f t and T y t , T has no impulsive points. The proof ink
this case is similar to that of case 1 and it will be omitted.
 4 w .  .Case 3. T f t , but there is some t g T y t , T . Since x t isk k
w .  x  q.  .  .continuous on T y t , t j t , T , and x t x t G 0, it follows by 2.5k k k k
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 .  .  .and x T ) 0 that there is some j g T y t , T such that x j s 0 and
 .  .x t ) 0 for j - x F T. If t f j , T , then we may derive a contradictionk
in a manner similar to that used in the proof for case 1. Next we assume
 .  .  .that t g j , T . This is similar to obtaining 2.7 and hence 2.9 holds. Ifk
T  .  .b q H P s ds F 1, then by 2.9 , we havej
T jqx T F x t q e P t b q P s ds dt .  .  . . H Hk
t tytk
T jqs x t y x t q x t y x j q e P s b q P s ds dt .  .  .  .  . . H Hk k k
t tytk
t jkF I x t q e P t b q P s ds dt .  .  . . H Hk k
j tyt
T j
q e P t b q P s ds dt .  .H H
t tytk
T j
- be q e P t b q P s ds dt .  .H H
j tyt
3 bT t
F be q e P t y b 1 y y P s ds dt .  .H H /2 2j j
23 b eT T
s be q e y b 1 y P s ds y P s ds .  .H H /  /2 2 2j j
23 b 1 y b .
F be q e y b 1 y 1 y b y . /2 2 2
b 2s 1 y 1 y b e - e , .
2
 . T  .which contradicts the assumption x T s e . If b q H P s ds ) 1, thenj
 . T  .there is an h g j , T such that b q H P s ds s 1.h
There are two subcases to consider:
 .  .Subcase 1. t g h, T . They by 2.9 we havek
q qx T s x T y x t q x t y x t q x t y x h .  .  .  .  . .  .k k k k
q x h y x j .  .
T j tk
- be q e P t b q P s ds dt q e P t .  .  .H H H
t tyt hk
hj
= b q P s ds dt q e P t dt .  .H H
tyt j
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he T T j
s be q P t dt P s ds q e P t b q P s ds dt .  .  .  .H H H H1 y b h j h tyt
he T
s be q b 1 y b e q P t dt P s ds .  .  .H H1 y b h j
T j
q e P t P s ds dt .  .H H
h tyt
h hT
s b 2 y b e q be P s ds q e P t P s ds dt .  .  .  .H H H
j h tyt
T
F b 2 y b e q be P s ds y 1 q b .  .H /j
3 bT t
qe P t y b 1 y y b y P s ds dt .  .H H /2 2h h
3 b eT 2s be q be P s ds q e 1 y b y b 1 y y b y 1 y b .  .  .H  / /2 2 2j
3 b
F be q be y b 1 y y b / /2 2
3 b e 2qe 1 y b y b 1 y y b y 1 y b .  . / /2 2 2
s e ,
which is a contradiction again.
 x  .Subcase 2. t g j , h . Then by 2.9 we havek
q qx T s x T y x h q x h y x t q x t y x t .  .  .  .  . .  .k k k
q x t y x j .  .k
hT j
F e P t b q P s ds dt q e P s ds q I x t .  .  .  . .H H H k k
h tyt tk
tkq e P s ds .H
j
h T j




s be q b 1 y b e q be P s ds q e P t P s ds dt .  .  .  .H H H
j h tyt
h
F be q b 1 y b e q be P s ds .  .H
j
3 bT t
qe P t y b 1 y y b y P s ds dt .  .H H /2 2h h
3 b
F be q be y b y b 1 y q e 1 y b . / /2 2
3 b e 2
= y b 1 y y b y 1 y b . / /2 2 2
s e ,
which is also a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
The next theorem provides a sufficient condition for the zero solution of
 .1.1 to be uniformly stable and asymptotically stable.
 .  .THEOREM 2.2. Assume that 2.1 and 2.2 hold and that
3 bt
P s ds F a - y b 2 y , t G t q t . 2.10 .  .H 0 /2 2tyt
Further suppose that for each bounded and piecewise continuous function x
 .with lim x t ) 0,t ª`
` `
f t , x t y t dt s y` and f t , yx t y t dt s `. .  . .  .H H
t t0 0
2.11 .
 .Then the zero solution of 1.1 is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable.
 .Proof. In view of Theorem 2.1, the zero solution of 1.1 is uniformly
stable and so for any t G t there exists d ) 0 which is independent of t0 0 0 0
w xsuch that f g PC t y t , t impliesd 0 00
H
x t s x t ; t , f - for all t G t . 2.12 .  . .0 02
Next we prove that
lim x t s 0. 2.13 .  .
tª`
Set
l s lim sup x t and l s lim inf x t . .  .1 2
tª`tª`
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Then yHr2 F l F l F Hr2. The proof will be complete if we2 1
 .prove that l s l s 0. First assume that x t is eventually positive.1 2
 .  .  .  .Then by 1.1 , 1.2 , and 2.2 , x t is eventually nonincreasing and so
 .  .  .lim x t s l s l exists. If l ) 0, then by 1.1 and 2.11 we havet ª` 1 2 1
 .that x t ª y` as t ª `, which is a contradiction, and hence l s l s 0.1 2
 .The case when x t is eventually negative is similar and the proof will be
 .  .omitted. Now we assume that x t is oscillatory in the sense that x t is
neither eventually positive nor eventually negative. For this case, we get
l G 0 G l . For any 0 - e - Hr2, there exists T ) t q 2t such that1 2 0
l y e - x t y t - l q e for t G T . 2.14 .  .2 1
 .  .  .Substituting 2.14 into 1.1 and noting 1.2 , we have
x9 t F yl q e P t , t G T , t / t 2.15 .  .  .  .2 k
and
x9 t G y l q e P t , t G T , t / t . 2.16 .  .  .  .1 k
 4  .Let s be an increasing sequence such that s GT , s ª` as nª`, x s )n n n n
 .  .0, x s ª l as n ª ` and x9 s G 0. We may assume that s are localn 1 n n
 .left-sided maximum points of x t . We will first prove that there exists
w .  .  .  xj g s y t , s such that x j s 0 and x t ) 0 for t g j , s . Other-n n n n n n
 . w x  .wise, x t ) 0 for all t g s y t , s . Since x t is left-sided continuousn n
 q.  .  .  .and x t x t ) 0 if x t / 0, there exists h ) 0 such that x t ) 0 for
w x w xt g s y t y h, s . Thus for t g s y h, s , t / t ,n n n n k
x9 t s f t , x t y t F 0, .  . .
 . w xwhich means that x t is nonincreasing on s y h, s , which contradictsn n
w xthe definition of s , and hence there exists j g s y t , s such thatn n n n
 .  .  xx j s 0 and x t ) 0 for t g j , s . Using the same argument as in then n n
proof of Theorem 2.1, it is easy to prove that
jnyx t F yl q e b q P s ds , j y t F t F j , 2.17 .  .  .  .H2 n n
t
and so
jnx9 t F yl q e P t b q P s ds , j F t F s , .  .  .  .H2 n n
tyt
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 .which together with 2.15 yields that
jnx9 t F min P t yl q e , yl q e P t b q P s ds , .  .  .  .  .  .H2 2 5
tyt
j F t F s . 2.18 .n n
Repeating the procedure stated in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can
obtain
1 b
x s F a y q b 1 y yl q e . .  .n 2 / /2 2
Letting n ª ` and e ª 0, we obtain
1 b
l F yl a y q b 1 y . 2.19 .1 2  / /2 2
Similarly, we may prove that
1 b
l G yl a y q b 1 y . 2.20 .2 1  / /2 2
 .  .  .Since a y 1r2 q b 1 y br2 - 1, it follows from 2.19 and 2.20 that
l s l s 0. The proof is complete.1 2
Now let us apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to the delay logistic equation
with impulses of the form
x9 t q P t 1 q x t x t y t s 0, t G 0, t / t .  .  .  . . k
2.21 .
x tq y x t s I x t , k g N, .  . .  .k k k k
w .  ..where P g C 0, ` , 0, ` , t ) 0, and 0 F t - t - ??? - t ª ` as k ª0 1 k
 .` and I 0 s 0.k
 .The stability of the zero solution of 2.21 without impulses has been
w x w xinvestigated by Zhang and Gopalsamy 8 and So et al. 6 .
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that
 .i t y t ) t , k g N,kq1 k
 .  . 2 < <ii 0 G xI x G ybx , x - H, k g N,k
 . t  .  .iii H P s ds F a - 3r2 y b 2 y br2 , t G t q t .tyt 0
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 .Then zero solution of 2.21 is uniformly stable. Further assume that
 . `  .iv H P t dt s `.t0
 .Then the zero solution of 2.21 is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable.
 .   ..  .Proof. Set x t s exp y t y 1; then 2.21 becomes
y9 t s yP t exp y t y t y 1 , t / t , .  .  . . . k
y tq s ln 1 q x tq s ln 1 q x t q I x t .  . .  .  . .  .k k k k k 2.22 .
s ln exp y t q I exp y t y 1 s y t q I y t , .  .  .  . .  .  . . .k k k k k k
 .   .   . ..where I y s ln exp y q I exp y y 1 y y.k k
 .We will prove that 2.22 satisfies all assumptions of Theorem 2.1 under
 .  .   . . 2conditions 1 ] iii . Due to lim y exp y y 1 ry s 1, there exist H )y ª 0
0 and d ) 0 such that
2 < <0 F yyf t , y s yP t exp y y 1 F P t 1 q d y , y F H , .  .  .  .  . .
 . y2    .   . .. 2 .i.e., 1.2 holds. Due to lim y y ln exp y y b exp y y 1 y y sy ª 0
  4.yb, there exists H g 0, min 1, H such that
y ln exp y y b exp y y 1 y y2 G y 1 q d by2 , .  .  . . .
 .where d is sufficiently small such that 1 q d b - 1. Hence
20 G yI y s y ln exp y q I exp y y 1 y y .  .  . . .k k
2 2 < <G y ln exp y y b exp y y 1 y y G y 1 q d by , y F H , .  .  . . .
 .i.e., 2.1 holds.
 .  .  .  .Set P t s 1 q d P t and a s 1 q d a . Then conditions of Theo-
 .  .rem 2.1 are satisfied under 1 ] iii . By Theorem 2.1, the zero solution of
 .  .  .2.21 is uniformly stable. Condition iv implies that 2.11 holds. By
 .Theorem 2.2, the zero solution of 2.21 is uniformly stable and asymptoti-
 .  .cally stable under i ] iv . The proof is complete.
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